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Abstract
Hydraulic fracturing treatment is one of the most efficient conventional matrix stimulation techniques currently utilized in 
the petroleum industry. However, due to the spatiotemporal complex nature of fracture propagation in a naturally- and often 
times systematically fractured media, the influence of natural fractures (NF) and in situ stresses on hydraulic fracture (HF) 
initiation and propagation within a reservoir during the hydrofracturing process remains an important issue. Over the past 
50 years of advances in the understanding of HF–NF interactions, no comprehensive revision of the state of the knowledge 
exists. Here, we reviewed over 140 scientific articles on investigations of HF–NF interactions, published over the past 
50 years. We highlight the most commonly observed HF–NF interactions and their implications for unconventional oil and 
gas production. Using observational and quantitative analyses, we find that numerical modeling and simulation is the most 
prominent method of approach, whereas there are less publications on the experimental approach, and analytical method is 
the least utilized approach. Further, we suggest how HF–NF interactions can be monitored in real time on the field during a 
pre-frac test. Lastly, based on the results of our literature review, we recommend promising areas of investigation that may 
provide more profound insights into HF–NF interactions in such a way that can be directly applied to the optimization of 
fracture-stimulation field operations.
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List of symbols
θ  Approach angle (°)
KI  Stress intensity factor of mode-1 

fracture
KII  Stress intensity factor of mode-2 

fracture
KIC  Fracture toughness of in situ rock
Δ�  Differential horizontal stress (MPa)
�  Shear stress acting on the natural 

fracture (MPa)

�0  Inherent shear stress acting on the 
natural fracture (MPa)

C  Cohesion
�n  Normal stress acting across the natu-

ral fracture plane (MPa)
Kf  Coefficient of friction (unitless)
�H  Horizontal stress (MPa)
�V  Vertical stress (MPa)
T0  Tensile strength of the formation rock 

(MPa)
Pf  Fracture pressure (MPa)
Pnet(i)  Net pressure at different nodes (MPa)
KI(i)  Integrated stress intensity factor of 

mode-I fracture
n  Number of pressure nodes along the 

changing fracture length
l(i)  Distance between initial point and the 

ith pressure node (m)
l  Opened fracture length (m)
P
�
  Treatment overpressure (MPa)

�
�
  Normal stress acting at a given 

approaching angle (MPa)
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p  Pressure at the HF–NF intersection 
(MPa)

(�n − p)  Effective normal stress acting on the 
natural fracture plane (MPa)

KI − fluid pressure  Stress intensity factor due to highly 
pressured region by propagating 
hydraulic fracture

KIC−lag  Critical fracture toughness due to 
fluid lag region

d  Fluid lag distance (m)
L  Fracture half-length (m)
Lf  Fluid lag length (m)
R  Hydraulic fracture radius (m)
Pw  Excess pressure in the wellbore 

(MPa)
�tip  Effective stress acting to close the 

tip of propagating hydraulic fracture 
(MPa)

SI metric conversion factors
m × 3.28084  E+00 = ft
MPa × 1.45  E+02 = psi

Introduction

Hydraulic fracturing (hydrofracturing) is the process of 
injecting highly pressurized fluid into the formation to initi-
ate fractures in order to stimulate production from formations 
with low permeabilities. Hydraulic fracturing is one of the 
most effective conventional reservoir-stimulation techniques 
that has been utilized over the past seven decades in the oil 
and gas industry. Hydraulic fracturing operations have been 
extensively investigated and widely published (Clark 1949; 
McLennan and Picardy 1985; King 2012, 2014; Zoback et al. 
2012; Soliman et al. 2014; Sebastian et al. 2015; Yan and 
Zheng 2017; Feng and Gray 2018; Elwaziry and Soliman 
2018; Elwegaa and Emadi 2018; Gale et al. 2018; Maity et al. 
2018; Parsegov et al. 2018; Wigwe et al. 2018; French et al. 
2019; Kolawole et al. 2019; Kumar and Ghassemi 2019a; 
Maity and Ciezobka 2019a, b; Wan et al. 2019; Wigwe et al. 
2019a, b). The USA has been named as the largest global 
crude oil producer according to US Department of Energy 
report (EIA 2018); the tight shale gas and tight oil formations 
in the Permian and Bakken regions are two (2) among the 
top three (3) formations that have contributed to this feat. 
The existence of pre-existing natural fractures (NF) plays an 
important role in the economical characterization of prospec-
tive formations (Walton and McLennan 2013). Interactions 
between hydraulic fractures (HF) and natural fractures (NF) 
in unconventional reservoir, geothermal systems, and mining 
are a complex process which has not been fully understood. 
In unconventional reservoirs, geothermal wells (Toth et al. 

2018, 2019; Kumar and Ghassemi 2019b), and cave mining 
(Sun et al. 2019), hydrofracturing process has proved to be 
efficient (Gil et al. 2011) in: improving the stimulated reser-
voir volume (SRV), providing faster and high-conductivity 
pathway into the reservoir, and overcoming near-wellbore 
damage (Moronkeji et al. 2015; William et al. 2019) and sand 
production (Kolawole et al. 2018a) into the wellbore during 
drilling and completions operations (Willson and Armagost 
2004). The underground complex fracture-induced system 
of NF–HF behavior is highly important to be meticulously 
and efficiently characterized during hydrofracturing process 
(Xiao et al. 2017).

Based on classical fracture mechanics, three (3) modes 
of rock failure have been widely recognized. The tensile or 
extensional fracture (mode-1 fracture) is a brittle discontinuity 
in which the opening direction is perpendicular to the fracture 
plane without any shear (slip) along the plane. Mode-2 failure 
is characterized by lateral shear (slip) along the natural frac-
ture, and it is known as shear fracture. Lastly, mode-3 fracture 
is a vertical tearing fracture with a vertical shear along the 
NF plane without any appreciable stretching or shortening 
of the NF plane. Normal or reverse faults dominate this rock 
failure. These fracture modes describe the mechanical fail-
ure of geological brittle discontinuities at multiple scales, for 
example, micro-, meso- to macro-laboratory and field scales 
(e.g., this study; Einstein and Dershowitz 1990; Rutledge and 
Phillips 2003; Maxwell et al. 2009) and mega- field scales 
(e.g., Ayalew et al. 2004; Kolawole et al. 2018b). They are 
also found to characterize brittle deformation in geological 
materials of varying mechanical strengths such as unconsoli-
dated sediments (e.g., Kolawole et al. 2017, 2018b), sedimen-
tary rocks (e.g., Milad and Slatt 2018; Milad et al. 2018), and 
hard rocks (e.g., Segall and Pollard 1983; Katz and Reches 
2004; Bertrand et al. 2015; Kolawole et al. 2018c). However, 
this paper only considers the micro-, meso- to macroscale 
fracturing of reservoir rocks, and the classic fracture modes 
(mode-1 to 3) encompass the range of mechanical behavior 
that characterize HF–NF interactions discussed in this paper.

Over the past 50 years of advances in the understand-
ing of HF–NF interactions, prior to this contribution, there 
exists no comprehensive review of the state of knowledge. 
Previous review on HF–NF interaction (Taleghani et al. 
2016) only focused on numero-mechanical models for 
HF–NF interactions. A portion of our preliminary overview 
included in this paper has been presented in Kolawole and 
Ispas (2019a). In this paper, we discussed and summarized 
the key findings regarding interactions between hydraulic 
fracture and natural fractures since the 1960s up until 2018. 
The governing equations, as well as widely documented 
and newly observed interaction behavior are reviewed. We 
also reviewed influential mechanical parameters, methods 
of approach in HF–NF interaction studies, and the fracture 
networks created. We extensively compared and outlined the 
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spatiotemporal practicality, modifications, and drawbacks 
of published research studies. Finally, we proposed how the 
mechanics of HF–NF interactions can be monitored in real 
time on the field during a pre-frac test. We provided rec-
ommendations for future research to address the identified 
outstanding and persistent problems related to interactions 
between hydraulic fractures and pre-existing natural fracture.

Governing equations

The two (2) most-adopted 2D HF propagation models are: 
Khristianovic-Geertsma-de Klerk (KGD) model (Khristian-
ovich and Zheltov 1955; Geertsma and de Klerk 1969) and 
Perkins–Kern–Nordgren (PKN) model (Perkins and Kern 
1961; Nordgren 1972). Hydraulic fracture propagation and 
pressure response are highly influenced by the presence of 
natural fractures. The change of confining stresses at the dis-
continuity and the displacement effect of a propagating HF 
influences complex HF–NF interaction mechanics. Assuming 
a homogenous, isotropic, and elastic reservoir in Shrivas-
tava et al. (2018), the stress region around a pre-existing NF 
(Zangeneh et al. 2015) undergoes compression (shadowed by 
the growing HF) and tension (NF region in front of HF) as 
the HF nears the NF. There is possibility of partial failure in 
the alternating tensile and compressive stresses region. The 
approach angle (θ) is the angle between maximum horizontal 
stress direction and the pre-existing natural fracture.

The criteria for HF propagation were given by Erdogan 
and Sih (1963) as:

The differential horizontal stress acting on the plane of 
the natural fracture can be estimated using Cheng et al. 
(2014a, b):

The crossing criterion in Renshaw and Pollard (1995) 
has been widely adopted in several studies to validate the 
numerical simulation crossing results. This (Eq. 3) is only 
based on a 2D vertical–horizontal plane. In developing the 
crossing criterion, compressive stress was assumed to be 
positive.

The left-hand side of Eq. (3) is defined as the critical 
crossing stress ratio. The crossing criterion can also be 
expressed by considering fracture propagation in hori-
zontal plane, and the approach angle (θ), and assuming 
the opening pressure will exceed the fracture re-initiation 
pressure to give (Blanton 1986):

(1)cos
�

2

[
KI sin � + KII(3 cos � − 1)

]
= KIC

(2)Δ� = Kf ∗ �n + C − �

(3)𝜎H

To + 𝜎v

>

0.35 +
0.35

Kf

1.06

If the left-hand side of Eqs. (3) and (4) is greater than the 
right-hand side or if the crossing stress ratio in Eq.  (3) 
exceeds 0.99, the HF is assumed to cross the pre-existing 
NF. Likewise, if the right-hand side of Eqs. (3) and (4) is 
greater than the left-hand side or if the crossing stress ratio 
in Eq. (3) is below 0.99, the HF will be expected to “termi-
nate” or get arrested at the pre-existing NF. Therefore, the 
conditions stated in Eqs. (3) and (4) satisfy the expected 
crossing behavior in HF–NF interactions.

The criteria for NF dilation were given by Song et al. 
(2014) as:

Equations  (5) and (6) were modified by Chen et al. 
(2014) to give:

The criteria for NF shearing were given by Cheng et al. 
(2014a) and Chen et al. (2014) as:

Equation (9) provides the condition where shear will 
not occur in the natural fracture.

HF–NF interactions

Hydraulic fracture propagates (Fig. 1a) parallel to the 
maximum horizontal stress (σHmax) and perpendicular to 
the minimum horizontal stress (σHmin). As the propagating 
HF intersects with pre-existing NF, some possible inter-
action behavior scenarios can be expected. The complex 
behavior created by HF–NF interaction was by virtue of 
merging and/or branching of the HFs upon intersecting 
with NFs in unconventional reservoirs.

Arrest of HF

Arrest of the HF (Fig. 1b) without further growth (also 
known as termination) is discussed in this section. When a 
propagating HF does not cross a pre-existing NF and it ter-
minates at the NF interface, we have a HF arrest behavior 

(4)
𝜎Hmax − 𝜎Hmin

To
> −

1

cos 2𝜃 − b sin 2𝜃

(5)Pnet(i) = Pf(i) − �n

(6)
n∑
i=1

KI(i)

(
Pnet(i), l(i), l

)
≥ KIC

(7)p
𝜎
>

(
𝜎Hmax

− 𝜎Hmin

)
(1 − cos 2𝜃)

2

(8)||𝜏o|| < 𝜏o − Kf ∗ 𝜎
𝜃

(9)||𝜏o|| > 𝜏o − Kf ∗ 𝜎
𝜃

(10)|𝜏| > 𝜏o + Kf(𝜎n − p).
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Fig. 1  Widely documented and newly observed interaction behavior between propagating hydraulic fracture and pre-existing natural fracture
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(Gu and Weng 2010). Notwithstanding the high approach 
angle of 90°, a poorly cemented NF interface will arrest a 
propagating NF, and/or slip under shear. For fully cemented 
NF interface (Fu et al. 2015a), the HF will be arrested dur-
ing intersection with a pre-existing fracture and no cross-
ing was observed, concluding that the NF interface with 
less un-bonding will always arrest a propagating HF. The 
Damjanac et al. (2010) test well results from lower Silu-
rian Longmaxi shaly formation of Sichuan basin validated 
the arrest of the propagating HF at the NF interface. At 
low (20°) approach angle, the right side of a propagating 
dual-winged HF was arrested at NF interface, while the 
left side of the HF will deflect fluid into the proximate NF 
after intersection. When the angles between the NF plane 
and the maximum horizontal stress direction decrease, the 
HF will get arrested at the NF plane (Wang et al. 2018a; 
Fatahi et al. 2017). Olson et al. (2012) concluded from a 
hydrostone block experiment results that oblique HF–NF 
intersections will lead to arrest or diversion of the propa-
gating HF along the NF interface at sub-orthogonal.

Meanwhile, at low fluid viscosity and pump displacement, 
propagating HFs will be arrested by the NF. In the results 
presented by Cheng et al. (2014b), the HF was arrested at the 
pre-existing fracture due to horizontal stress difference (Δ�) 
falling below an estimated critical value of horizontal stress 
difference. At low-to-intermediate approach angles and high 
differential horizontal stresses, the HF will get arrested and 
terminate at the NF upon intersection (Zhu et al. 2018).

Decrease in the differential horizontal stresses at this low 
approach angles will likely alternate the fracture network 
created after HF–NF intersection. When HFs with two (2) 
different fluid viscosities (low and high viscosities) inter-
secting multiple NFs were investigated by Seok Yoon et al. 
(2017), the HF propagated by the low viscosity fluids was 
observed to get arrested at the NF. The high viscous fluids 
caused the propagating HF to induce a higher local stress 
around the NF–HF intersection, thereby creating a more 
complex network of fractures. GEOS was also adopted by 
Morris et al. (2016) and Huang et al. (2018) to investigate 
the effects of natural fracture and closure stress interactions 
with a propagating HF. The 3D simulation results show the 
HF will be arrested at the NF interface and fail to cross the 
stress barriers. The HF arrest is due to height constraint of 
the NF within the stress barriers, which will impede the HF 
from crossing the stress barriers. Arrest of HF was observed 
in Yildirim et al. (2018a) when the stiffness ratio (kn/ks) is 
lower than intact rock matrix, while higher stiffness ratio 
resulted in direct crossing.

HF crossing the NF

To optimize production, the hydraulic fracture crosses the 
NF (Fig. 1c) and connects with other pre-existing NFs 

without increasing the width of the NF (dilation). The HF 
will be expected to cross the NF: (1) when the maximum 
tensile stress at HF tip is equal to the tensile strength of rock 
on opposite side of the NF; (2) No shear slip (Eqs. 10, 11) 
of the NF; (3) when the horizontal stress difference exceeds 
an identified critical horizontal stress value.

NF commonly contains mineral fills in which case the 
bonding strength along the fracture interface is determined 
by the mechanical strength of the mineral fill. Common 
mineral fills are quartz, calcite, epidote, and pyrite. Ductile 
intervals in shale have low Young’s modulus and high Pois-
son’s ratio, while moderate-to-high Young’s modulus and 
low Poisson’s ratio are influential characteristics of brittle 
intervals in shale formations (Grieser and Bray 2007). In 
strongly bonded NF interface (high Young’s modulus and 
low Poisson ratio), the propagating HF was observed by 
Wang et al. (2018b) to cross the NF interface. The results 
showed that high approach angle and high fracture energy, 
and optimum cement thickness are essential for the HF to 
cross the interface of the pre-existing NF. At near-orthogo-
nal approach angle, the propagating HF cuts through the NF 
interface without any offset along the NF. An outstretched 
HF will be formed, which creates less-complicated fracture 
network. At moderate approach angle of 60°, the propagat-
ing HF was observed to cross the NF with certain offset 
along the NF (unidirectional stepping) (Fig. 13). Out of the 
four (4) tests conducted by Kear et al. (2017), two (2) show 
crossing of the HF at orthogonal NF–HF interface angle 
(90°) and crossing stress ratio of 1.4, while the other two 
(2) test results did not show crossing. The results of the 
numerical simulation appeared to match the crossing behav-
ior in the experimental results. The authors concluded that 
the disparities in treatment pressure and HF growth rates 
between the numerical and experimental results may be due 
to either the frictional stresses between siltstone and vinyl 
faces, or because of inadequate understanding of the inter-
face permeability.

In combining an experimental triaxial test with quasi-
static and adaptive meshing scheme, Meng and de Pater 
(2010) observed that at a high normal confining stress and 
strong NF interface bonding, the propagating HF tends to 
cross the NF interface. Fluid injection properties, confining 
stress, fracture initiation point, and NF coupling could also 
be observed to influence HF–NF interactions. A pre-sheared 
NF will likely not allow crossing by the propagating HF. In 
the results of Aimene et al. (2018), a propagating HF will 
tend to get terminated at weakly bonded NF interface with an 
anomaly far from injection port. The HF may cross strongly 
bonded interfaces but will only cross weakly bonded NF 
interface with an anomaly close to the injection port. In 
two-dimensional Huang et al. (2014) study, propagating HF 
will always directly cross a strongly cement-bonded NF at 
orthogonal angle. Taleghani and Olson (2013) showed that 
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as the cement-fracture toughness threshold value exceeds 
that of the rock matrix by 25% (Gfrac/Grock > 0.25), the 
HF will cross the NF at orthogonal angle. In using MPM 
method, continuous fracture models and Eagle Ford micro-
seismic data, Umholtz and Ouenes (2015) investigated the 
optimum fracture initiation location that a propagating HF 
will likely cross a fault block (NF) after intersection at 
orthogonal approach angle. The HF–NF crossing interac-
tion behavior in combination with higher stress anisotropy 
will produce a less complex fracture network.

Chen et al. (2014) observed that at low approach angles, 
crossing will not likely occur, but have higher possibility at 
high approach angle. Increase in differential horizontal stress 
favors the propagating HF to cross the interface pre-existing 
NF by impeding NF interface slip, and this is conformity 
with the crossing the criterion. When the boundary of cross-
ing exceeds the differential horizontal stress at approach 
angles greater than 45° (> 45°), the HF will cross the NF 
after intersection (Zhao et al. 2016, 2019a). In Fatahi et al. 
(2017), results from discrete element method (DEM) and 
true triaxial stress cell (TTSC) shows that the propagating 
HF will be more likely to cross the natural fracture as the 
angles between the NF plane and the maximum horizon-
tal stress direction increases. At orthogonal angle in Cheng 
et al. (2014a), the two (2) HFs crossed the NF plane after 
intersection due to the elliptical HF tip and alternating low-
normal and high-shear stresses by the two propagating HF 
tips. At high horizontal differential stress, and at greater or 
equal to 60° approach angle, Keshavarzi and Jahanbakh-
shi (2013) observed crossing of the pre-existing NF by the 
propagating HF. The results from semi-circular bending 
test (Wang et al. 2013, 2018b) show that at high approach 
angle, the propagating HF tends to directly cross the pre-
existing NF without any influence from the NF width. Few 
results from Wang et al. (2013) also show that at orthogonal 
approach angle, the HF tends to cross the NF interface with 
a short offset on the NF interface after intersection. Wu and 
Olson (2014) showed the length of pre-existing NF influ-
ences HF–NF fracture network created.

When HF intersects a short NF at a high approach angle, 
it crosses the NF interface and the length of the NF is 
increased after crossing. At high fluid viscosity and pump 
displacement, a propagating HF is liable to cross the NF 
(Cheng et al. 2014b). For intermediate fluid viscosity and 
displacement, a propagating HF has the tendency to side-
step the NF interface after crossing. At high injection rate, 
high differential horizontal stresses, high fluid viscosity, and 
high approach angles, the HF is inclined to cross the pre-
existing NF (Zhou and Xue 2011; Chen et al. 2015). The 
study by Zhu et al. (2018) shows that under high differential 
horizontal stresses and high approach angles, the propagat-
ing HF tends to always cross the pre-existing NFs if there 
is a decrease in the distance between injection point and 

the NF. In He et al. (2015) and Daneshy (2019), the propa-
gating HF will only cross the NF when there is a very low 
NF tensile strength, and sufficiently high differential hori-
zontal stress, high NF dip angle and high approach angle. 
At orthogonal angle, as described by Nikam et al. (2016), 
the approaching HF crossed the NF without dilating the NF 
interface. As the multiple propagating HFs cross the NFs, 
the energy of the HF reduces thereby weakening the pros-
pect crossing subsequent NFs.

Direct crossing is expected to be observed when fracture 
friction angle nears the intact rock matrix value. A pre-exist-
ing NF with high interfacial shear capacity will be expected 
to experience crossing by an approaching HF after HF–NF 
intersection. The HF will also likely cross a low interfacial 
shear capacity NF only after fluid pressure build-up. Accord-
ing to Zhou et al. (2015), low-permeable NF, high approach 
angle, high injection rate, and large NF interface cohesion 
coefficient tend to encourage direct crossing of the NF by the 
HF. In Wang et al. (2018a), if the in situ-rock cement friction 
coefficient exceeds 0.6, the HF will likely cross the NF and 
will not get arrested nor divert upon intersection with the 
NF. Hou et al. (2015) further emphasized that brittleness 
is one of the most important parameters in hydrofractur-
ing operations, since less complex fracture networks will be 
created in shales with higher brittleness. Due to alternating 
effects of gouge formation and fracture dilation, HF con-
ductivity may remain constant under large effective stresses 
(Moradian et al. 2016).

HF crossing the NF and leading to increase in the width 
of the NF (Fig. 1d) is another widely observed HF–NF inter-
action behavior. By adopting a coupled discrete fracture net-
work (DFN) and dual-lattice DEM (DL-DEM), Zhou et al. 
(2016) observed a new HF–NF interaction behavior. It was 
observed that competing effect between crossing-favorable 
approach angle and dilating-favorable viscosity will cause 
the propagating HF to dilate the NF while crossing the NF 
interface. Using a field-derived DFN explicit model, propa-
gating dual-winged HFs was observed to cross a pre-existing 
NF at orthogonal angle (Damjanac et al. 2010) without any 
change in direction or dilation of the interface. Combination 
of dilation and crossing may observed occur due to interme-
diate approach angle (60° < θ < 90°) and a high differential 
horizontal stress (10 Mpa < Δσ). The increase in the number 
pre-existing fractures will boost the likelihood of experi-
encing direct crossing and reactivation by dilation during 
HF–NF intersection (Yildirim et al. 2018a). In the Fu et al. 
(2015b) results, the approaching HF completely crosses the 
interface of a fully cemented NF with no offset, whereas in 
a partially cemented NF with large bonded area, HF cross-
ing the NF was also observed. For partially cemented NF 
with extra-small bonded area, the HF dilated the NF while 
crossing the NF interface. A finite element model (FEM) 
was developed and incorporated with fluid mechanics in 
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the hydrofracturing process to study the NF–HF interaction 
(Celleri et al. 2018; Serebrinsky et al. 2017). The results 
show opening of the NF (dilation) behavior which transi-
tioned into crossing with increase in injected fluid viscosity. 
When the in situ-rock fracture toughness (Oyedokun and 
Schubert 2017) falls below the normal stress on a NF, the 
propagating HF will cross the NF plane. Nonetheless, when 
the natural fracture toughness exceeds the treatment pressure 
at intersection point, the propagating HF will temporarily 
terminate at the NF, before dilating the NF and begin to 
cross the NF (Potluri et al. 2005). The Gu et al. (2011) triax-
ial test result validates the crossing criterion (Renshaw and 
Pollard 1995) and showed that at orthogonal approach angle 
(90°), the HF crosses the NF. Meanwhile, at 60° approach 
angle, the HF dilates the NF as it crosses the NF after inter-
section. The Guo et al. (2015) numerical and experimental 
results also validated the NF dilation after HF crossing at 
high approach angles.

NF reactivation

We herein define NF reactivation as mode-1 (dilation), 
mode-2 or mode-3 (shear) activation of a pre-existing natu-
ral fracture due to stress interaction with an approaching 
HF. NF reactivation may or may not lead to lengthening (tip 
propagation) of the NF. If the HF does not propagate across 
a pre-existing NF, and instead reactivates the NF plane as 
mode-1 activation, we have a dilation behavior (Fig. 1e). 
Germanovich et al. (2012) considered the confining stress 
to be most important in optimum injection pressure deter-
mination, and the HF growth can only be expected in the 
toughness-dominated region in unconsolidated materials. 
In Gu et al. (2011) triaxial tests, HF propagating at a low 
approach angle (30°) to the NF will likely get arrested at 
the NF interface, and/or fuse into the NF and activates tip 
of NF by dilation. Dilation of pre-existing NF can result in 
increased HF fluid loss and operational failure (Pankaj and 
Li 2018), but highly permeable regions of the pre-existing 
NFs will likely arrest the HF fluids at the NF interface. In 
addition to NF temporarily arresting a propagating HF, 
Wang et al. (2018b) also observed that HF can divert into 
the NF and causes the interface to dilate. The interface of 
the NF was observed to dilate after intersecting with a HF 
due to the high fluid rate and fluid viscosity of the HF (He 
et al. 2015). At low approach angle, the fracture overpres-
sure force P

�
 acts at the HF tip making the NF interface to 

“open-up” and increase in width, propagating the tip of the 
NF and thus dilating the NF (Chen et al. 2014). The authors 
concluded that high differential horizontal stress and low 
approach angle will permit dilation of the NF interface. The 
effects of in situ stress, strength of NF, and the approach-
ing angle on HF–NF interactions were investigated by Guo 
et al. (2015). The cohesive zone finite element result was 

validated with the experimental triaxial test result using 
laminated block. The crack opening displacement (COD) 
also known as hydraulic fracture width was used by Moradi 
et al. (2017) to investigate the behavior of HF upon intersect-
ing a pre-existing NF. Lower NF spacing will tend to divert 
the propagating NF into the NF, and the NF tip will continue 
to propagate by dilation of the NF interface. Due to highly 
permeable NF, low viscous HF, and lower injection rates, 
Zhou et al. (2015) observed the NF dilating upon intersec-
tion with the propagating HF after initially arresting the HF. 
The propagating HF will be expected to dilate instantly when 
the injection pressure is higher the normal stress acting on 
the NF (Potluri et al. 2005; Xie et al. 2018). As the propagat-
ing HF changes the local stress field when induced, the fluid 
continues to discharge into the NF, until the NF tip begins 
to dilate and propagate out of the NF to connect with the 
next pre-existing NF (Mack 2016). Although the dominant 
interaction behavior is the reactivation of pre-existing NFs 
by shearing, but the results of DFN modeling and micro-
seismic analysis of calcite-filled core by Williams-Stroud 
et al. (2012a) showed dilation of NF because of tensile fail-
ure. The results from Dershowitz et al. (2010) showed shear 
reactivation and extension of the NF upon intersection with 
a HF. The DFN approach (Suboyin et al. 2018) is consistent 
with the observed microseismic behavior (Williams-Stroud 
et al. 2012a), and an improved well production and fracture 
behavior forecast can be provided.

Some NF tips are likely to propagate by shearing (mode-
2). When a propagating HF does not propagate across a 
pre-existing NF, and instead propagates the tip of the NF 
resulting in shear of the NF interface, we have a shearing 
behavior (Fig. 1f). Crossing is less likely to be observed at 
low stress ratios, and smaller NF–HF angle of intersection 
(acute approach angle), which would result in slip of the 
interface (shearing) (Gu and Weng 2010). In weakly bonded 
rock-NF interface with shallow burial depth, low approach 
angle, and NF of high cement thickness, propagating HF 
will get arrested at the NF interface, and later resulting in NF 
slip which tends to deflect the HF after intersection (Zhou 
et al. 2015). At low approach angle (30°) and low fracture 
toughness (0.32 MPA), the propagating HF will likely “halt” 
at the NF interface and divert into the NF (Keshavarzi and 
Jahanbakhshi 2013; Taheri-Shakib et al. 2016b). Yang et al. 
(2016) showed that horizontal propagating HFs tend to be 
arrested by NF due to strongly cemented matrix, and the HF 
is also likely to reactivate the NF tip by shearing. From the 
result, a secondary tensile fracture growth can be observed 
from the tip of reactivated sheared NF, thereby creating a 
twist-like fracture network. The propagating HF tends to 
divert into the pre-existing NF and slip after intersection 
regardless of the thickness and width of the NF according to 
Wang et al. (2013), as the samples tested are both strongly 
and weakly cemented. This was observed at low approach 
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angles to increase the complexity of the fracture network 
created after intersection. At low differential horizontal 
stresses and low approach angles in Zhu et al. (2018), the 
HF will cause the NF plane to slip and reactivate the NF 
upon intersection. This will result in elongation of the NF 
due to shear and prevent the HF from crossing the NF if the 
distance between injection point and the NF extended.

In Taleghani and Olson (2011), the HF is observed to 
slide and shear rather than increase the width after intersec-
tion with a growing HF at approach angle of 60°. As dis-
cussed in Moradian et al. (2016), shearing of the NF plane 
will likely be induced due to high stress anisotropy, since 
the shearing of the NF is less than maximum asperity wave-
length and opening of HF. In shales with higher than 30% 
clay, the slip on the faults is likely to occur slowly, which 
would enhance the hydrofracturing process in gas reservoirs 
with low permeability (Zoback et al. 2012). At approach 
angles less than 45° in Zhao et al. (2016), the boundaries of 
NF tip and re-orientation exceeds the differential horizontal 
stress, the HF will not be able to cross the NF due to change 
orientation of HF propagate along the tip of NF. Finite ele-
ment method (FEM) was used to model how natural fracture 
thickness affects HF–NF interaction (Wang et al. 2018a). 
The results show that for in situ-rock cement friction coef-
ficient below 0.3, the propagating HF will tend to divert 
along the NF plane. In studying the effect of shear failure 
on HF–NF interactions, Agrawal et al. (2019) observed the 
diversion of HF after intersecting a pre-existing NF will 
be more pronounced in highly permeable rock than what 
has been observed over the years in lowly permeable rocks. 
Wang et al. (2018b) observed that the induced arrest of the 
propagating HF is sometimes accompanied by shearing 
stress. Mighani et al. (2018a) observed that in poly (methyl) 
meta acrylate (PMMA), the NF experienced a slip due to 
decreased differential horizontal stress after arresting the 
propagating HF. The HF tip tends to open at the NF inter-
face after intersection, causing the NF to slide and extend, 
thereby forming “hydro-wing” fractures and prohibiting the 
HF from crossing the NF interface (Seok Yoon et al. 2017). 
At lower horizontal stress difference and low approach 
angle, the plane along the NF will slip and shear notwith-
standing the higher stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) (Hou 
et al. 2015). Wu and Olson (2014) considered bi-winged 
HFs intersecting with a NF, and results showed that one of 
the propagating HF wings was initially arrested at the NF 
interface, until build-up pressure inside the HF causes the 
shear failure at the NF as fluid flows into the two HF wings.

A stress shadow effect is produced when there is no near 
NF stress redistribution (Sesetty and Ghassemi 2012), as a 
result the HF propagates along the tip of the NF and high 
velocity fluid is diverted into the NF. The Nagel et al. (2012) 
continuum and discrete finite element modeling results show 
the effect of stress shadowing on the NF as it undergoes 

shear failure as the tip of the propagated single- and multi-
HF intersects with the NF. High perforation friction pro-
motes diversion of the propagating multiple HFs into the 
NF and produces equal size of successive fractures not-
withstanding the effect of stress shadow (Wu et al. 2012; 
Kresse et al. 2012). Taleghani and Olson (2013) observed 
that as the cement-fracture toughness threshold value falls 
below that of the rock matrix by 25% (Gfrac/Grock < 0.25), 
the approaching HF fuses into the NF and extend the NF 
tip by shearing. Chen et al. (2014) suggested that shearing 
occurs due to decrease in friction force (Ffriction = σn × Kf) 
and fracture overpressure (Pσ). Thus, lower friction coef-
ficient and low approach angle will encourage shearing at 
the NF interface (Chen et al. 2014). In the high-pressure, 
high-temperature (HPHT) KS tight sandstone reservoir, the 
results show that when the HF propagation pressure does 
not exceed the normal stress on the NF, the NF plane will 
likely shear and propagate the tip of the NF (Zhang et al. 
2015). The auxiliary HF will likely propagate the tip of the 
shear-activated NF plane, which tends to create new inter-
connected fractures. Transverse fractures are likely to be 
created due to shear failure in the Marcellus shale (Aimene 
and Nairn 2014), and in weak and poorly consolidated sand-
stones (Ispas et al. 2012).

When the propagating HF is arrested at the NF and con-
tinues to propagate the tip of the NF with increase in length 
and width, we have a combined dilation and shearing behav-
ior (Fig. 1g). In shale gas reservoirs, not all pre-existing NF 
can be reactivated with the propagation and dilation criteria 
(Song et al. 2014). Although direct crossing will be observed 
at high HF–NF approach angle (60°–90°), but at low-to-
medium approach angles and varying differential horizontal 
stresses, the HF is inclined to be arrested at a weakly bonded 
NF plane, or the HF can continue to propagate the tip of 
NF by dilation and shearing (Yildirim et al. 2018a; Zhou 
and Xue 2011; Nikam et al. 2016). The microseismic moni-
toring results in Williams-Stroud et al. (2012a, b) showed 
the reactivation of pre-existing NF by shearing and dilation 
by induced HF in well stimulation treatment. At low injec-
tion rate, low fluid viscosity, and low approach angles, the 
HF will tend to fuse into the NF to “expand” the NF and 
reactivates the NF (Chen et al. 2015; Nikam et al. 2016; 
Zhou et al. 2016), while at orthogonal angle, the NF open-
ing and open-zone length decreases (Akulich and Zvyagin 
2008). Fracture network with greater length and width will 
be generated.

Debonding (dilation) of the plane of the natural frac-
ture prior to HF–NF intersection (Fig. 1h) was identified 
as a newly observed HF–NF interaction behavior. Fur-
ther understanding of this reactivation of the NF prior to 
HF–NF intersection is of utmost importance before initiating 
hydrofracturing job. This will avert any operation failure 
and ensure maximum matrix stimulation optimization. The 
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new interaction behavior was identified in Keshavarzi et al. 
(2012), where the NF debonding was observed around the 
near-tip of the approaching HF before intersecting with a 
cemented NF. The NF can fail and begin to shear or dilate 
even before the HF intersects with the plane due to the modi-
fied stresses (normal and shear stresses) near the propagating 
HF (Cheng et al. 2014a), thereby reactivating the NF even 
before the HF intersects the NF. The debonded zone length 
and position on the natural fracture, NF orientation, and the 
differential horizontal stress influences the reactivation of 
the NF during early phases prior to HF–NF intersection. 
Bi-winged fractures may be created in this debonded area 
of the NF interface (Taleghani and Olson 2013). Taleghani 
and Olson (2011), Keshavarzi and Jahanbakhshi (2013), and 
Taheri-Shakib et al. (2016a) also observed the debonding of 
the cemented NF before the propagating HF intersects with 
the NF interface. This was induced by high tensile stress 
exerted at the HF tip as it propagates toward the interface 
at various approach angles (30°, 60° and 90°). A complex 
fracture network was created in Aimene and Nairn (2014) 
when the MPM was applied to laboratory investigation of 
HF–NF interactions. Stress is generated around the HF tip as 
the HF approaches the NF, which will further induce stress 
change around the interface of the NF. This results in “open-
ing” and debonding of the NF even before the propagating 
HF intersects with the NF (Zhou et al. 2015). In utilizing 
extended finite element method (XFEM), both cemented and 
uncemented NFs can get debonded (Taleghani and Olson 
2011; Taheri-Shakib et al. 2016a) or shear even before inter-
action with growing multiple HFs. This was observed to be 
due to combination of high-shear and tensile stresses acting 
ahead of or near the HF tip.

Other HF–NF interaction behavior

A peculiar behavior observed during the HF–NF interaction 
is the bypass of the NF by a propagating HF (Fig. 1i). Olson 
et al. (2012) experimental results showed an induced HF of 
higher length bypassing a natural fracture of shorter length 
and propagate around it after intersecting it at an orthogonal 
angle. Fu et al. (2015a) investigated how a propagating HF 
intersects with pre-existing NF by assuming a three-dimen-
sional (3D) plane. At orthogonal approach angle and NF 
with very low to no cement filling, a new HF–NF interac-
tion behavior was observed. If the fluid injection pressure 
moderately exceeds the minimum horizontal stress of the 
in situ rock (�Hmin

) the propagating HF will tend to open and 
create two front tips on intersection with the pre-existing NF. 
These front tips will advance around the NF, and the space 
between the tips will increase if the shear stress is too low 
to induce a fracture behind the front tips. The propagating 
HF tips will tend to later merge behind the NF interface 
and continue to propagate as a “unit” fracture, while the 

NF plane disrupts the flow path. The approaching HF does 
not directly cross the NF interface, as this was observed 
to appear like an indirect-crossing behavior. In pre-existing 
NF with thin and very low cement filling, the NF interface 
will tend to shear after the propagating HF bypasses the NF 
interface in 3D space.

Approach and investigation parameters

Methods of approach

An overview of the numerical approach of investigat-
ing HF–NF interactions with special concentration on the 
mechanical models was discussed in Taleghani et al. (2016), 
where the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is use-
ful in modeling HF crossover or diversion after intersec-
tion with a pre-existing NF. A cohesive element approach is 
applicable in correlating the local fracture release rates to the 
far field stresses. Virtual fracture closure techniques (VFCT) 
and cohesive zone model (CZM) (Guo et al. 2017; Taleghani 
et al. 2018; Wang 2019) have shown credible results in 
simulating HF–NF interactions. Mesh-dependent param-
eters and unpredictability of the fracture propagation path 
are the most fundamental demerits of the CZM and VFCT. 
When variable length and sizes are integrated in the simu-
lation modeling, the continuum damage mechanics (CDM) 
approach could be adopted to provide more accuracy. Phase 
field modeling method (McClure and Horne 2013; Wheeler 
et al. 2019) has proven to be a resourceful approach that can 
be utilized in investigating HF–NF interactions.

Kear et  al. (2017) performed studies to describe the 
NF–HF interactions using 2D Eidsvold siltstone specimen 
experiment and plane-strain boundary element numerical 
hydraulic fracturing model (MineHF2D). In investigating 
the impact of interface properties on fracture propagation 
initiation, fracture path, and HF growth, Aimene et  al. 
(2018) conducted a fully 3D anisotropic damage mechanics 
(ADaM) model implemented with the material point method 
(MPM). The three (3) NF interface properties adopted are: 
weak interface model with very low interface stiffness, per-
fect/well-bounded/strong interface with very high interface 
stiffness, and the sliding/frictionless contact with zero vis-
cosity using Coulomb friction model. Aimene and Nairn 
(2014) utilized a similar material point method (MPM) to 
investigate how multiple propagating HFs interact with pre-
existing NF. In Cheng et al. (2014a), a 3D displacement dis-
continuity method was used to describe how the HF growth 
intersection with NF (at 45° and 90°), and the NF failure pre-
diction at the interface could be attempted if results obtained 
is compared with the Mohr–Coulomb criterion. Nikam et al. 
(2016) integrated an advanced cohesive pore pressure (CPP) 
in finite element analysis (FEA) to describe the injection 
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fluid behavior (Elwegaa et al. 2019) at HF–NF intersec-
tion. Cheng et al. (2014b) study was based on numerical 
and experimental analyses of cement block fracturing test 
with pre-existing fractures and validated the results with 
microseismic data from the lower Silurian Longmaxi shaly 
formation of Sichuan basin, China, to develop a new NF–HF 
interaction criterion.

The NF–HF interaction in a low-permeability fractured 
reservoir using a 3D DFN model was extensively discussed 
in Dershowitz et al. (2010), Bajestani and Osouli (2015) 
and Campbell et al. (2018). Some authors reported that HF 
propagation is influenced by properties and geometry of the 
pre-existing NF, in situ stress field, and the energy of the 
HF. Although this approach can be adopted in numerical 
modeling of NF–HF interactions for wells that lack seismic 
monitoring, some of its identified limitations are inability to 
estimate in situ stress, application in 3D plane (interconnec-
tivity of NF and HF in 3D space), and unpredictability of HF 
properties and the NF geometry. Chen and Rahman (2015) 
developed novel artificial neutral networks (ANN) to explain 
the NF–HF interaction by mapping the interaction patterns, 
using back-propagation neutral network (BPNN) model 
and probabilistic neutral network (PNN) model. The ANN 
approach provides more real-time results because it is princi-
pally data-driven (Keshavarzi and Jahanbakhshi 2013). Less 
computational cost and lower time consumption is another 
major advantage ANN have over other numerical methods 
of HF–NF interaction studies.) Propagation of multiple HFs’ 
interaction with induced and pre-existing natural fractures 
using extended finite element method (XFEM) (Mikaeili and 
Schrefler 2018; Milanese et al. 2018) was investigated and 
modeled by Taleghani and Olson (2011) and Wang et al. 
(2018c), while Ghaderi et al. (2018a) utilized Coupled DEM 
and XFEM.

The 2D DEM (Nagel et al. 2012; Li and Yang 2018; Zhao 
et al. 2019b), finite element method (FEM), and boundary 
element method (BEM) are some of the most-often adopted 
approach in numerical investigations of HF–NF interaction. 
The interaction between a hydraulically induced fracture and 
a natural fracture can also be numerically investigated using: 
(1) semi-analytical pressure-transient model in Laplace 
domain (Xiao et al. 2017); (2) Fast Lagrangian Analysis of 
Continua in 3D (FLAC3D) simulation model; (3) UDEC 
Universal Distinct Element Code (UDEC); (4) distinct ele-
ment code (UDEC) model; (5) dual-lattice fully coupled 
hydro-mechanical hydraulic fracture simulator (Zhou et al. 
2015; Pettitt et al. 2018; Zhao et al. 2018). HF–NF interac-
tions in geothermal reservoirs were investigated by Riahi 
and Damjanac (2013) using a 2D DFN, where a decrease 
in DFN connectivity as the fracture density decreases was 
discovered. In considering a fully bonded interface and five 
(5) partially bonded interface experiments, Fu et al. (2015a) 
explained the effects of partially cemented NF on HF–NF 

interaction. In field-derived DFN explicit model of the 
HF–NF interaction, injection of highly compressible fluid 
was shown to create a more complex HF geometry than 
when less-compressible fluid was injected (Damjanac et al. 
2010). The interaction behavior between NF and HF in low-
permeable and brittle hard rock can be simulated by either 
integrating a coupled DFN and dual-lattice DEM (Zhou 
et  al. 2016), coupled lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) 
and DEM (Chen et al. 2018), a 2D Particle Flow Code 
(PFC2D) (Han et al. 2012; Seok Yoon et al. 2017; Yildirim 
et al. 2018a), Particle Flow Code in 3D (PFC3D) (Lee et al. 
2018), a bonded particle method (BPM) (Zhang et al. 2018), 
and a smooth joint contact method (SJM). Chuprakov et al. 
(2013) openT model, and Carbonell and Detournay (1995) 
semi-analytical exact elastic solution of finite dislocation 
was used to predict the NF reactivation point after intersect-
ing with a propagating HF. A 2D displacement discontinuity 
method (DDM) (Wu et al. 2012; Moradi et al. 2017; Kresse 
et al. 2012; Tang et al. 2018) was adopted to investigate the 
stress shadow created during HF–NF interaction.

The foremost experimental studies of HF–NF interaction 
were conducted by Blanton (1982, 1986), Warpinski and 
Teufel (1987), Warpinski (1991), Warpinski et al. (1993), 
and Renshaw and Pollard (1995). Warpinski and Teufel 
(1987) conducted their experiment in a true triaxial with 
Coconino sandstones containing pre-existing microfractures. 
In Beugelsdijk et al. (2000) scaled laboratory experiment to 
investigate HF–NF interaction, 0.3 m cubic model blocks 
composed of Portland cement are used in a triaxial pressure 
machine. The HF growth was observed by the authors to 
start retarding upon intersection with an opened NF. In the 
experimental study of Zhou and Xue (2011), a thin Teflon 
sheet was inserted in-between 0.3 m cubic model blocks 
inside a triaxial pressure machine, and the blocks are com-
posed of a mixture of cement and fine sand. The authors’ 
results showed the influence of NF maturity and in situ stress 
contrast on propagating HF geometry. Olson et al. (2012) 
utilized 1 ft cubes of hydrostone (gypsum cement) and glass 
sides (to model NFs) to experimentally investigate HF inter-
action with naturally cemented NFs. In experimental work 
of Cheng et al. (2014b), 0.3 m cubic blocks composed of 
cement and quartz sand were used in a triaxial system to 
show crossing behavior. Sandstone blocks from an outcrop 
of the Kenshen sandstone formation in Tarim Oil Field were 
utilized by Yang et al. (2016) to investigate HF–NF inter-
action in a poly-axial stress frame loaded in a strike-slip 
stress regime to show arrest and NF reactivation behavior. 
In approach by Mighani et al. (2018a), cylindrical blocks 
of poly(methyl) meta acrylate (PMMA) and Solnhofen 
limestone were used for sliding experiments to investigate 
HF–NF interaction under triaxial stress condition.

The semi-circular bending (SCB) (Lee et al. 2015; Wang 
et  al. 2013, 2018b) experimental test was conducted to 
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observe how HF propagates in weak and strong cement-
bonded NF. The SCB test is efficient in testing small-sized 
and subsurface rock samples. Lee et al. (2015) utilized natu-
rally fractured Marcellus shale rocks to conduct unconfined 
compressive strength (UCS) and SCB tests. Fatahi et al. 
(2017) and Wang et al. (2018b) coupled numerical and 
experimental approach to study propagating HF interaction 
with pre-existing NF. The authors’ experimental results were 
converted to field scale using numerical methods. This pro-
vided more reliable results. The HF–NF interaction study 
results in a permeable pre-existing NF with a fingerlike 
crack were shown to have substantial insignificant effect of 
poroelasticity on changes in injected fluid pressure in the 
using Green’s function approach (Sarvaramini and Gara-
gash 2016). Paryani et al. (2016) also combined a pseudo 
3D asymmetrical frac design with 2D strain map to analyti-
cally and numerically determine the influence of frac design 
parameters. The authors concluded that the most influential 
parameters affecting the longer side of asymmetric fracture 
wing are drainage area, fracture height, and reservoir perme-
ability, while the influential parameters affecting the shorter 
side of asymmetric fracture wing are stress gradient, fracture 
height, and reservoir permeability. In Yildirim et al. (2018b) 
triaxial test experiment, shale and coal blocks were tested 
to investigate fracture initiation location and interaction 
between pre-existing NFs in the blocks. Solnhofen limestone 
was investigated under triaxial stress conditions in Mighani 
et al. (2018b) using fault Gouge insertion and DCDT dis-
placement transducer. Hydrofracturing was adopted for 
pre-conditioning during block cave mining operation to 
enhance the cavability and fragmentation sizes, and the HF 
was shown to propagates along the horizontal plane in cave 
mining (He et al. 2015).

Microseismic data from the field are an efficient ana-
lytical method to provide valuable data points to validate 
HF–NF interaction behavior identified from other sources 
(Maity and Ciezobka 2018; Williams-Stroud et al. 2012a, 
c). Microseismic data from Eagle Ford shale are used to 
validate HF–NF interaction studies from an improved frac 
design using strain maps to estimate the permeability of 
proppant volume and its importance (Ouenes et al. 2015). A 
sequential, hierarchical multi-scale approach was combined 
with GEOS HPC geoscience framework by Johnson et al. 
(2013) to model multi-scale fracture network created dur-
ing HF–NF interaction. A coupled seismo-hydro-mechanical 
simulation was later adopted to investigate how propaga-
tion of bi-3D hydraulic fractures. A novel fully coupled 3D 
GEOS simulation code was developed by Fu et al. (2015a) to 
model HF–NF interaction in 3D space. A 4D near-wellbore 
Geomechanics simulation of HF–NF interaction was devel-
oped by Zhang et al. (2015) in the high-pressure, high-tem-
perature (HPHT) KS tight sandstone reservoir, Tarim basin, 
China. As the effective fracture length increases, there is a 

rise in borehole internal pressure, which raises the possibil-
ity of identifying the fracture initiation point (Tarokh et al. 
2016). Wellbore strengthening as extensively discussed in 
Feng and Gray (2017), proppant transportation and place-
ment are also greatly influenced by presence of NFs in 
hydrofracturing process. The analytical composite criterion 
was utilized by Zhao et al. (2019a) to predict crossing and 
NF reactivation behavior simultaneously.

Influence of test parameters

The interaction behavior generated before or after a propa-
gating hydraulic fracture intersects with a pre-existing natu-
ral fracture is dependent on certain test parameters adopted 
for the investigation. Some dominant factors influencing 
HF–NF interaction behavior have been extensively studied 
and identified as: approach angle, horizontal differential 
stress, rock and natural fracture properties, and HF fluid 
properties (Medlin and Fitch 1988). From sensitivity analy-
sis results, Xiao et al. (2017) concluded that the distance 
between NFs and the well, distance between NFs and HFs, 
NF orientation, NF half-length, HF half-length, number of 
NFs, flow regimes within the HF are significant parameters 
in understanding NF–HF interactions. Bajestani and Osouli 
(2015) and Yao et al. (2018) concluded that the parameters 
that influences HF–NF interactions are: (1) arrest of HF 
because of high-water flow into the NF network; (2) increase 
in the sets of NFs at an orthogonal approaching angle to 
the propagating HF, resulting in less water flowing into the 
NF network and crossing of the NF by the HF; (3) arrest of 
HF can be aided by reduction in injection rate and pump-
ing pressure, because of high in situ stress around the rock 
matrix. The approach angle is the angle at which a propa-
gating HF intersects a pre-existing natural fracture or fault. 
Chen and Rahman (2015) showed that crossing of the NF 
by HF was aided by high differential horizontal stress (Δσ) 
and high approach angle. Zhou et al. (2015) and Beugels-
dijk et al. (2000) reported that HF approach angle, natural 
fracture permeability, fluid injection rate, stress anisotropy, 
fluid injection viscosity (Fakoya and Shah 2016), and natural 
fracture cohesion are predominant factors affecting HF–NF 
interaction. The DFN and PFC2D results (Yildirim et al. 
2018a) show that differential horizontal stress regulates the 
HF growth and propagation despite the omnipresence of NF 
in the NF–HF interaction and HF propagation. A high dif-
ferential horizontal stress will result in direct crossing of the 
NF by a growing HF, while arrest of the HF will be expected 
at low differential horizontal stress.

The influence of pre-existing NF on Eagle Ford shale 
mechanical properties was investigated by Hu et al. (2014). 
The authors concluded that approaching angle (θ) can alter-
nate HF propagation pattern and affect the in situ-rock’s 
mechanical and elastic properties. The effect of intersection 
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angle, in situ stresses, rock and fracture properties, injec-
tion rate, and fluid viscosity on HF–NF interaction was 
investigated by Kear et al. (2017) and Chen et al. (2015). 
Although the fracture geometry evolution, injection pres-
sure, and crossing mechanisms may differ, the HF cross-
ing behavior was in concurrence with the crossing criterion 
(Renshaw and Pollard 1995). Larger-sized NF tends to eas-
ily form complex-shaped HF and increase the formation of 
fracture networks (Dong et al. 2018). Differential horizontal 
stress exceeding 14 MPa will form a single interconnected 
straight fracture, without any effect on the shape of the 
HF. Chen et al. (2014) concluded that approach angle has 
greater influence on shear failure during HF–NF interaction 
than differential horizontal stress. Ultrasonic pulse veloc-
ity (UPV) measurement was used by Wang et al. (2017) to 
study the HF–NF interaction, and they concluded that low 
in situ stress and high injection rate creates a more com-
plex fracture network after intersection. Moradi et al. (2017) 
attributed length and spacing of the NF, and approach angle 
to be influential in determining the distance between the 
tip of the NF and the propagating HF. Huang et al. (2014) 
proposed that increase in fracture intensity (relatively low 
HF spacing, < 30.48 m) will cause the propagating HF to 
always terminate and get arrested at the NF. The effects of 
approach angle, strength of NF plane, differential horizontal 
stress, and injection point distance to the NF interface, on 
the HF–NF interaction was also investigated by Zhu et al. 
(2018). Hou et al. (2015) attempted to categorize the factors 
influencing HF–NF interactions into controllable factors and 
uncontrollable factors. The pump rate, and viscosity of frac-
turing fluid are controllable factors, while the rock mechani-
cal properties, and in situ stress differences are uncontrol-
lable factors. Ben et al. (2012) also agreed on the importance 
of NF orientation and location on HF–NF interaction. The 
mineral grain distribution and pore density, which character-
izes the permeability response, could significantly influence 
the pre-existing NFs (Schwartz et al. 2019).

In adopting an enhanced 2D displacement discontinuity 
method (DDM) to study the effect of stress shadow in com-
plex HF–NF interactions, Kresse et al. (2012) observed that 
stress shadow effect exists in multiple HFs, and this effect 
dwindles with increase in ratio of fracture spacing to frac-
ture height. In simulation results obtained by Kamali and 
Ghassemi (2019) using a new DFIT simulation model, the 
injection pressure profile, path of the fracture propagation, 
and interference with post shut-in pressure are some of the 
effects of NF on HF propagation. He et al. (2015) reported 
that the NF dip angle, rock tensile strength, and treatment 
parameters have significant effect on the HF–NF intersec-
tion and influences the HF–NF interaction behavior in block 
cave mining. The numerical results contradict most HF–NF 
interaction studies, as a propagating HF may be temporarily 
arrested at the NF interface at high approach angle and small 

dip angles, but this is only observed in block cave mining. 
Changes in injection rate and injected fluid viscosity were 
investigated by Gil et al. (2011), and the results obtained 
show the possibility of tensile failure within a naturally frac-
tured reservoir increases with higher injection rates. On the 
other hand, lower injection rate was observed to encourage 
shear failure near the injection well. Daneshy (2019) dis-
cussed that changes in injection fluid pressure, differential 
horizontal stresses, magnitude of net fracture pressure, and 
3D NF inclination angle are some of the factors affecting 
HF–NF interactions. Also, a bidirectional stepping behavior 
of sublinear fracture network was observed when an obtuse 
angle (135°) NF orientation was formed, which led to arrest 
of the HF. The HF was observed to cross the NF when the 
NF orientation is an acute angle (45°).

New observations and their implications

Assessment of the methods of investigating HF–NF 
interactions and its implications

In Fig. 2, we present already identified and newly observed 
interaction behavior between hydraulic fracture and pre-
existing natural fracture available in scientific publications 
over the past 50 years in the data from Kolawole and Ispas 
(2019b). The possible HF–NF interaction processes are 
listed on the ordinate, while the number of published scien-
tific articles is listed on the abscissa.

The bypass of the NF by propagating HF is identified 
to be the least reported interaction behavior irrespective 
of the method of approach adopted, while HF crossing of 
the NF without NF dilation, and the NF reactivation by 
shear, are the most-often reported interaction behavior. 
In Fig. 3, we present published articles between 1963 and 
2018 on HF–NF interactions, and the variations in meth-
ods of approach. This shows the potential effect of methods 
of approach over time. In our spatiotemporal analysis, we 
observed that the numerical modeling is the most dominant 
method of approach, while the analytical method appears to 
be least utilized method. The analytical method is most often 
adopted in combination with numerical or experimental 
methods. We observed there has been less focus on experi-
mental investigations of HF–NF interactions over the past 
decade when compared to the HF–NF interaction numerical 
method of approach.

Influence of fracture network

Here, we define fracture array as a single- or multiple-pair 
of a propagating HF and a pre-existing NF (HF–NF); and 
fracture network as a pattern of fracture arrays. The fracture 
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networks created by HF–NF interactions can be grouped into 
the four (3) categories, namely:

(a) Orthogonal fracture network.
(b) Sub-orthogonal fracture network.
(c) Linear-to-sublinear fracture network.

The orthogonal fracture network (Fig. 4a) is characterized 
by high approach angle (90°), crossing interaction behavior, 
and will likely create a coherent fault line (longer faults). 
In sub-orthogonal fracture network (Fig. 4b), medium-to-
high approach angles and high likelihood of non-crossing 
interaction behavior are the prevailing features. It is less 
likely to create a coherent fault line. In the linear-to-sub-
linear fracture networks, two (2) forms of side-stepping of 
the NF plane can be observed: (a) unidirectional stepping, 
(b) bidirectional stepping. Although low approach angles 
mostly dominate the unidirectional stepping (Fig. 4c) and 
bidirectional stepping (Fig. 4d), the nature of the faults they 
create differentiates them. The unidirectional stepping is a 
branching phenomenon most likely to evolve in a coherent 
fault line (smaller faults) due to dominant shear and dila-
tion HF–NF behavior. The bidirectional stepping (Ben et al. 

2012; Keshavarzi et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2012; Kresse et al. 
2012; Zhou et al. 2015, 2016), is a branching phenomenon 
likely caused by competing dilation-favorable and cross-
ing-favorable parameters acting on the NF interface. This 
will not likely form a fault line because of alternating very 
low-to-moderately low approach angles that dominates the 
HF–NF interactions in addition to shear and dilation.

Some of the long-term impacts of the HF–NF interactions 
on the reservoir are:

1. Creation of faults.
2. Increase in permeability of the natural fractures.
3. Local stress redistribution in the reservoir along the cre-

ated faults (stress rotation).

Proposed real‑time monitoring of HF–NF 
interactions

In this section, we consider the possibility of HF–NF interac-
tions monitoring in real time on the field from reviewed arti-
cles using a pre-frac test approach. A pre-frac (mini-frac) test 
is a typical injection test performed in the field without using 
a proppant before the actual hydraulic fracture treatment is 
conducted. The breakdown pressure is the pressure observed 
when the hydraulic fracture is initiated after the formation is 
cracked. This formation breakdown pressure is influenced by 
tensile strength of the in situ rock, formation pore pressure, 
and the minimum horizontal stress (�Hmin

) . The breakdown 
pressure must exceed the minimum horizontal stress around 
the wellbore, and the tensile strength of the in situ rock. As the 
propagating hydraulic fracture grows, the fluid in the hydraulic 
fracture delays before it reaches the fracture tip. This phenom-
enon is known as fluid lag (Jeffrey 1989; Green et al. 2017; 
Napier and Peirce 2014). The fluid lag distance (D) is the 
region between the invaded and uninvaded (frontal) segment 
of the propagating hydrofracturing fluid, while the distance 
between the borehole and the tip of the propagating fracture 
tip is known as fluid lag length (Lf).

Fig. 2  Bar graph showing 
identified HF–NF interaction 
behavior and variations in meth-
ods of approach
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Fig. 3  Bar graph showing number of published articles between 1963 
and 2019. This chart shows variations in methods of approach over 
time
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Since the fluid lag region will provide a negative value to 
the stress intensity factor, it is incorporated as an apparent 
fracture toughness value and presented as:

Assuming the fluid lag region is equal to the formation 
pressure, for a penny-shaped propagating hydraulic fracture, 
Eq. (11) can be expressed in terms of fluid lag distance (d) 
(Jeffrey 1989) as:

When fracture toughness of the in situ rock is zero, the 
maximum fluid lag distance is expressed as:

The maximum fluid lag distance due to apparent fracture 
toughness KLf for pressurized penny-shaped hydraulic fracture 
(Eq. 14) is presented in Fig. 5 as:

(11)KI - fluid pressure = KIC + KIC−lag

(12)d = R −

�����R2 −

�
2PwR − KIC

√
�R

2
�
�tip + Pw

�
�2

(13)d = R

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 −

�����1 −

�
Pw�

�tip + Pw

�
�2⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠

Advani et al. (1993) proposed a 3D geometry and fluid 
lag–fracture fluid pressure sensitivity phenomenon. In the 

(14)K
Lf
IC

= 2�tip

√
R

�

(
Pw

Pw + �tip

)

Fig. 4  Fracture networks created due to HF–NF Interactions featuring array length of 4; a orthogonal fracture network, b sub-orthogonal frac-
ture network, c linear-to-sublinear fracture network (unidirectional stepping), d linear-to-sublinear fracture network (bidirectional stepping)

Fig. 5  Variation of fluid lag distance and effective pressure with frac-
ture toughness for a typical pre-frac test. Modified after Jeffrey (1989) 
and McLennan and Potocki (2013)
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field case considered, the results showed that pressure dis-
tribution around the tip of the propagating HF influences 
stress intensity factor near the tip of that fracture. This 
strong influence of the pressure exerted around the fracture 
tip creates a fluid lag during hydrofracturing process. In the 
sensitivity analysis of varying amounts of fluid lag created, 
the results validated the fluid lag hypothesis that a maximal 
amount of fluid lag will result in pronounced decrease in 
pressure required for fracture propagation during hydrau-
lic fracturing. Due to normal and shear stress acting at the 
intersection between HF and NF, the NF permeability can be 
facilitated by dilation and shearing along the natural fracture 
at HF–NF intersection point (Taheri-Shakib et al. 2018). 
The presence of NF can cause slowdown the propagation of 
HF, which would increase the fluid lag and delay the leak-
off (Ghaderi et al. 2018b). In hydrofracturing process, the 
fluid injection pressure decreases as the hydraulic fracture 
propagates through the formation after initiating the frac-
ture. Green et al. (2017) concluded that this reduced pressure 
can be due to intersection between injected fracturing fluid 
and a pre-existing NF, and results in fluid injection pressure 
trailing the fast-paced fracture growth. The fluid lag phe-
nomenon will be created, which delays the formation from 
receiving the effect of injected fluid pressure and curtail the 
fracture propagation. The HF This fluid lag effect due to 
HF–NF intersection will be expected to produce complex 
interactions behavior. There is a significant disparity in fluid 
injection pressure–time history and the fracture growth path, 
between a propagating HF intersecting with a pre-existing 
NF having a fluid lag and minimal fracture toughness, and 
a HF intersecting with/without a pre-existing NF having no 
fluid lag and high fracture toughness (Green et al. 2017; 
Napier and Peirce 2014). The possible interaction behavior 
which could infer varying pressure fluid injection and time 
responses are:

(a) Propagating fracture may be temporarily arrested by 
the pre-existing NF

(b) The propagating fracture may directly cross the pre-
existing NF

(c) The propagating fracture may not intersect with a pre-
existing NF

Increase in number of pre-existing NFs will increase the 
complexities of HF–NF interaction behavior and extend the 
net fracture pressure (NFP) (McLennan and Potocki 2013). 
The net fracture pressure is the resistance effect to fracture 
propagation. There is increase in fracture closure stress as 
the propagating HF intersects with pre-existing. As the HF 
growth is slowed down by the pre-existing NF, the fluid lag 
and time is increased, while a decrease in pressure will be 
expected. The increase in net fracture (NFP) gradient will 
tend to increase the in situ stress, and thereby promoting the 

likelihood of complex HF–NF interaction behavior and fluid 
lag to be created (Potocki 2012). Yang (2008) investigated 
how the presence of pre-existing natural fractures affects 
formation breakdown pressures recorded during pre-frac 
tests. During the study, about 1000 formation breakdown 
pressures (between 2000 and 6000 psi) was considered in 
the Codell formation, Wattenberg field, Colorado, USA. The 
formations in Wattenberg field are characterized by tight 
sand or low-permeability carbonates. The formation break-
down pressures recorded was mapped with well locations in 
the Wattenberg field near a pre-existing fault (NF), and wells 
far from faults. Observations from the results validated the 
author’s prediction of low breakdown pressures recorded 
in oil and gas wells located near pre-existing NFs, and high 
breakdown pressures recorded in wells far from pre-exist-
ing NFs. In study conducted by Daneshy (2007), the results 
showed a significant decrease in fluid pressure in the fracture 
and the fracture width as the HF propagates after fracture is 
initiated. The author reported that the varying bottomhole 
pressures recorded was due to the presence or removal of 
interference (NF) to the flow of fluid inside the propagating 
fracture. This interference will eventually increase fluid lag, 
and the time for the fluid inside the propagating fracture to 
connect with the reservoir fluid. Lecampion et al. (2004) 
proposed how fracture orientation, fracture volume, and 
efficiency of hydrofracturing treatment can be estimated in 
real time from tilt data obtained from tiltmeter. Xu et al. 
(2018) utilized displacement discontinuity method (DDM) 
and finite volume method (FVM) to investigate the effect of 
fluid leak-off on HF–NF interaction, and the HF–NF behav-
ior due to fluid injection volumes and injection times. The 
authors concluded that crossing behavior can be expected 
during leak-off tests at high approach angle, high interfacial 
friction, and high injection rates.

In Fig. 6, we presented a 3D schematic illustration of 
interactions between propagating hydraulic fracture and pre-
existing natural fracture during a pre-frac test. In considering 
the stress contrast in the formation, fracture geometry, and 
other parameters influencing HF–NF interactions, we pro-
pose that real-time HF–NF interactions can be monitored 
on the field during a pre-frac test. Cementation along the 
pre-existing natural fracture can be elliptical, rectangular, 
circular, or microfractures. We present three possible scenar-
ios, and we assumed a non-homogenous cementation along 
the NF: (1) momentary arrest of propagating HF at the pre-
existing NF with NF reactivation by shearing or dilation; 
(2) direct crossing of the pre-existing NF by propagating 
HF; and (3) non-interaction of propagating HF with pre-
existing NF. In the first scenario, assuming a low approach 
angle and a pre-existing NF with weak cement filling, the 
propagating HF is expected to be temporarily “restricted” at 
the NF plane before the NF is reactivated by dilation and/or 
shearing. The propagating HF later continues its growth path 
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until it connects with the reservoir fluid. The fluid lag and 
time for the fluid pressure inside the propagating fracture 
to be transmitted to the reservoir fluid area is expected to 
be highest in the first scenario when compared to the other 
two scenarios.

The propagating HF will be expected to directly cross 
the NF without a significant delay in the second scenario as 
much as will be expected the first scenario, while assuming 
a high approach angle exists, and the pre-existing NF has a 
strong cement filling. We expect the fluid lag and time for 
the fluid pressure inside the propagating fracture to be trans-
mitted to the reservoir fluid area to be minimal in the second 
scenario when compared to the first scenario. For the third 
scenario, we expect the propagating HF to connect with the 
reservoir fluid area without interacting with a pre-existing 
NF. The pre-existing NF is assumed not to be in proximity 
of the propagating HF. Therefore, we expect zero fluid lag 
and no delay in transmission of the fluid pressure inside the 
propagating fracture to the reservoir fluid area.

Conclusions and recommendations

In this paper, we presented an up-to-date review of numeri-
cal, analytical and experimental investigations into the 
interactions between a propagating hydraulic fracture (HF) 
and the in situ natural fractures (NF) over the past 5 dec-
ades. Subsequently, the most dominant and newly observed 
HF–NF interaction behavior is also provided.

Assessment of the methods of approach (numerical, ana-
lytical and experimental) shows that:

(a) Numerical modeling and simulations are the most 
popular approach in investigating HF–NF interactions. 
There has been less focus on experimental investiga-
tion of HF–NF interactions over the past decade when 
compared to HF–NF interaction numerical approach.

(b) The two (2) most dominant HF–NF interaction behav-
iors are the crossing of the natural fracture by a propa-
gating hydraulic fracture, and the natural fracture reac-
tivation by shearing.

(c) The approach angle, horizontal differential stress, 
in situ rock and natural fracture properties, and hydrau-
lic fracturing fluid properties (injection pressure rate, 
viscosity, etc.) are the dominant factors influencing the 
interaction between propagating hydraulic fractures and 
pre-existing natural fractures.

The observational and quantitative analyses of the frac-
ture networks created due to interactions between hydrau-
lic fracture and natural fractures reveal that the fracture 
network can be categorized into:

(a) Orthogonal fracture network
(b) Sub-orthogonal fracture network
(c) Linear-to-sublinear fracture network (which can be 

either unidirectional stepping or bidirectional stepping 
of the NF)

We propose the concept of monitoring HF–NF interac-
tions in the field during a pre-frac test using three sce-
narios. We envisage that the presence of a pre-existing 
natural fracture could retard a propagating hydraulic frac-
ture, which would significantly increase the fluid lag and 
delay leak-off.

Having identified the outstanding and persistent problems 
related to interactions between hydraulic fractures and natu-
ral fractures, we propose the following recommendations for 
further research:

(a) Coupled experimental and numerical HF–NF interac-
tion studies to provide more comprehensive and realis-
tic results to better understand how hydraulic fracture 
interact with natural fractures.

(b) Most studies are limited to “HF–NF–HF” fracture net-
work, while field observations have shown the occur-
rence of fracture networks with greater array lengths. 
To better understand the overall evolving fracture net-
work and their implications, there is need to increase 
the array length in numerical models to account for 
hydraulic fracture interactions with multiple pre-exist-
ing natural fractures in spatiotemporal scales.

(c) We recommend further studies on the influence of frac-
ture fluid pressure, fluid geochemistry, and temperature 
in the reactivation mechanics of pre-existing natural 

Fig. 6  3D Schematic description of interactions between propagating 
hydraulic fracture and pre-existing natural fracture during pre-frac 
test. L

f
 : Fluid lag length; L : fracture half-length; NF: pre-existing 

natural fracture; HF: propagating hydraulic fracture; �
H

max
 : maximum 

horizontal stress; �
H

min
 : minimum horizontal stress. Modified after 

Advani et al. (1993)
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fractures during interactions with propagating hydrau-
lic fractures.

(d) We recommend coupling of experimental approach 
and advanced numerical models to further investigate 
bypass of the NF by propagating hydraulic fracture at 
non-orthogonal approach angles in 3D geometry.

(e) We recommend investigations on the effects of prop-
pant transport and placement, and fracture initiation 
location on the HF–NF interaction behavior. Further-
more, we also recommend studies on the impacts of 
such behavior on frac flowback and produced water 
volume.
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